
Alexander Gajdos And His Sons 

This is a photo of me, Alexander Gajdos, with my sons. The younger one, Roman, is in the middle,
and standing on the left is Milan. The picture was taken in Prague, in front of my father's house in
the 1970s. Milan was born in 1953, and Roman in 1956. We tried to raise our sons to be decent
people. They weren't circumcised; my wife wouldn't allow it due to past experiences. She said that
she didn't want to ruin their lives... We of course didn't keep their origin a secret from them, and
they knew about everything. In time we also got a new, beautiful and sunny apartment on Vitezna
Street. We also used to go on vacations together. Back then you couldn't go to the West. You
couldn't get a permit to go there. We used to go as a family to Bulgaria. My wife had a lot of
girlfriends, and I also had one colleague from work with whom I got along well. We spent a lot of
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time together outside of work as well. We used to get together at our place, or at theirs.
Unfortunately, he's also since died. My wife and I also used to go with the children on various
camping trips. Irenka also used to visit spas. Mainly Frantiskove Lazne and around Pisek. I of course
always took her there and then would come back for her, so that's about all I got from those spas.
In the meantime, our sons grew up. Milan lives in the town of Tachov. It's about 60 kilometers from
Karlovy Vary. He's an electrician by trade. But initially he worked in Tachov feeding cattle, because
they granted him an apartment on the condition that he work there. Roman graduated from civil
engineering in Prague. After finishing his studies he stayed in Karlovy Vary. His office is right next
door to the Jewish community. He designs buildings, and is doing quite well. But he's never gotten
married. He spends entire weeks in his office, weekends too, and goes home for supper around
10pm. Milan married a non-Jewish girl, who already had a son. Together they've had another boy.
Both their children are already grown up, though.
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